
 

WHAT SUSTAINABILITY MEANS 

FOR SA COMPANIES

KNOWN AS SA'S BIGGEST BOARD MEETING, 

THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE ON JUNE 9

CLICK ON THE IMAGE BELOW TO REGISTER
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WE ARE YOUTHWE ARE YOUTH
The foundation of every state or

country is the education of its

youth. - Diogenes

 South Africa celebrates all young people
on Youth Day in remembrance of the
bravery and sacrifice of the Soweto
Uprising youth.

A demonstration in Soweto on June 16,
1976, that was mostly led by high school
students was violently suppressed by the
police, which sparked a wave of protests
and armed clashes throughout South
Africa. Currently, the day is remembered
as Youth Day, a yearly national holiday on
which South Africans honor the
significance of the Soweto Uprisings, the
bravery of those who took part, as well as
the value of assisting the youth all
throughout the nation.
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FIVE APPROACHES TO SUCCESSFULLY
INTEGRATE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

1.ENCOURAGE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Businesses can promote entrepreneurship by

providing employees with the tools to test and

implement new ideas.

Young people need to develop technical, business,

and life skills to break the cycle of unemployment

and benefit the firm.

2.OFFER TRAINING AND EDUCATION AS YOU WORK

Young workers benefit from on-the-job training,

which promotes inclusion and diversity and bridges

the gap between education and the labor market.

3.MENTORING BETWEEN GENERATIONS

Mentorship that crosses generations is beneficial for

both generations, leading to more cohesive teams

and a more productive workplace.

4.BREAKING THE LOOP OF "NO JOB, NO

EXPERIENCE"

Youth employment programs can help companies

break the "no-job-no-experience" cycle and

improve career opportunities for young people

without connections. They also have economic and

societal advantages, such as improved career

opportunities.

5.PROVIDING THE RIGHT SUPPORT

Skills development, financial support, and inclusion

are essential for young people to gain access to the

job market, as they often lack the skills and money

needed.

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY
the ability to be maintain or

support a process
continuously over time.

2023 DIRECTORS EVENT2023 DIRECTORS EVENT

CLICK THE IMAGE ABOVE TO FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY

https://youtu.be/3H9D0IGDSsM
https://arenaevents.africa/events/the-directors-event/

